Whuffo? ("Why" in Ebonics.)
The NEW YORK TIMES has finally discovered that the contents of Hunter
Biden's laptop computers are genuine. This means the NYT now knows
what every conservative Republican in America has known for two full
years. Do its readers really consider the NYT to be a source of news?
What difference does it make that many in the Biden Administration
attended the very best schools when they are the dumbest and most
prolific liars around?
It's ironic that many in Washington initially rejected military assistance
to the Ukraine -- following its invasion by Russia -- because the Ukraine
was alleged to be "corrupt." Yet, there are few governments on Earth
more corrupt than the one currently occupying Washington, D.C.
Does the Secret Service recognize it can safely lay-off the White House
security detail? When most world leaders won't even take a call from
Biden, it's highly unlikely that anyone would bother to take a shot at him,
either. (Especially with Commie Harris in the wings.)
Latinos, Injuns and blacks complain that they were "under-counted" in
the 2020 Census: could this be because a lot of "phantom" votes remain
from the 2020 Election, that can't be justified on the basis of their true
POPULATIONS within their counties?
How is it possible that the federal government can’t locate illegal aliens
to deport them, but it can easily locate them in order to hand them
endless free stuff?
Former black Mimi Dolphin Head Coach Brian Flores has sued the NFL for
race discrimination because the vast majority of NFL head coaches are

white. Why is white domination of head coaching jobs evidence of
"systemic racism," but black domination of the highly-paid "speed
positions" -- running backs, ends and defensive backs -- is NOT racism?
As Speaker of the House, Paul Ryan rejected every one of more than 30
requests for subpoenas by Chairman Devin Nunes of the House Select
Intelligence Committee to investigate the very people now under
investigation by Special Counsel John Durham. Why has Fox News
allowed this traitorous bastard to remain on its Board of Directors?
Why in the world did the U.S. take 20 years, $1.5 Trillion, and four
presidents to replace the Taliban in Afghanistan with......the Taliban?
How can the Jews' Media rationalize its promotion of the false charge of
"Russia collusion" against President Trump for three years, in contrast to
the silence that now greets Special Counsel John Durham's exposure of
Hillary Clinton's personal spy network that hacked into Internet traffic to
and from Trump's Oval Office?
How are we going to produce all the batteries needed to transition away
from fossil fuels to electric vehicles, when the rare minerals needed for
those batteries -- cobalt, zinc and lithium -- are found in unfriendly
nations like Russia?
Why is it that our nuclear arsenal doesn't seem to deter Vladimir Putin
from invading Russia's neighbors, but Putin's nuclear arsenal always
seems to deter our "Democrats" from responding decisively?
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